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Discussion

One of the best ways to learn about a process is to study what happens when problems arise in that process. Mitosis is an essential process needed to produce exact duplicates of somatic cells. However, mitosis does not always go smoothly. 

Problems in Mitosis
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Pick one component or phase of mitosis (ex. Microtubules) and research what happens when problems occur with this component or phase. 
Does mitosis proceed normally? 
If not, where in mitosis do problems occur? 
Based on what you learned this week, what could be the outcome to the cell? 
What do you think the impact on the body as a whole would be? 
We will discuss problems occurring during meiosis in Unit 4.
Be sure to engage with your instructor and classmates throughout the week to help promote a robust discussion. As always, provide appropriate citations, references, and links to any information you use in this discussion. Be sure also to avoid copying and pasting anything longer than a line or two from any given source; posts must always be made up of your own words. For help with citations, refer to the APA Quick Reference.
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I started my research by trying to better understand the complete process of cell reproduction.  The basic steps are: the genetic information must be copied, then it must be separated from one another, and then the cell must divide; but, a lot goes on throughout that process (Pierce, 2010, p. 18).  I have chosen the telophase as my genetic topic of interest.  The telophase is where the chromosomes are drawn to the spindle poles.  This is important because this is the point where membranes re-form around each chromosome, and then then there are two nuclei that form within one cell (Pierce, 2010, p. 22).  The two nuclei formation is preparing for the cell division for two complete cells.

If something goes wrong here (though rare), for example, if cell division fails to happen and both nuclei stay in one cell, this would be called binucleated cells, which have been linked to cancer: see this picture (VisualPhotos).

So, the summary of telophase is Chromosomes go to the spindle poles, the nuclear envelope re-forms, and finally the chromosomes relax.  There is another element of the cell cycle which is called cytokinesis (where cytoplasm divides), however that is actually not part of telophase (it is a separate process).


Pierce, Benjamin A. (2010). Genetics Essentials.  Concepts and Connections. W.H. Freeman and Company / New York.

VisualPhotos.com. (n.d.). Binucleated cancer cell, confocal light micrograph.  Retrieved from 
http://www.visualphotos.com/photo/1x6058311/binucleated_cancer_cell_confocal_light_micrograph_g442125.jpg
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I’m right there with you; I am new to genetics.  I just got done reading chapter 2…and I can only say, “Wow!”  It’s a lot of material to only have one seminar a week.  I have to read the material again…just to understand some of it.  As for errors in the cell division, I believe errors do happen; they just get caught at the checkpoints.  For example, after the G1 stage where the cell grows, the G1/S phase must be passed.  Of course, something that is quite scary (related to genetics), is that cancer and other disorders like autism are on the rise.  I wonder if the research in genetics can figure out why this is happening?

On a side note, I did buy the Genetics for Dummies book as supplemental material.
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Very informative!  You bring up some interesting points that should be discussed.  If mitosis doesn’t normally proceed if it has undergone some damage or cannot pass the G2/M stage, then I wonder why cancer happens at all?  Or, even more importantly, why can’t we fix it?  I was doing some research and came across this article that states cancer is on the rise, though more and more people are surviving it.  The article is here: http://curiosity.discovery.com/question/are-cancer-related-deaths-rise .  I haven’t really read anything about what is causing more cancer, as well as other disorders like autism (which is also on the rise).  I can’t believe this isn’t being discussed more.  It is pretty scary to think that we may be contributing to the rise of cancer and not know how we are doing it.
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